
Ferry Community Partnership  
Minutes  

February 26, 2011 
 

Attendees: Mayor Patty Lent, Adam Brockus, Walt Elliott, Doug Raugh, Kari Ulatoski, Greg 
Wheeler, Anita Albright, Elliott Gregg, Frank Nelson, Fred Chang 
 
Legislative Summary/ Update:   
Finished our big lobbying effort in February.  There was a review of the bills passed out of 
committee but a new list of them not is yet complete. Rep. Rolfes is leading the House Ferry 
Caucus in drafting a letter to the House Transportation Committee on some issues like fares being 
already high, fuel hedging strategies, labor/management reform, and capital improvements. Rolfes 
recommends that the ferry interest groups stay active but out of the weeds of detail and focus on 
the key policy issues: the importance of ferries to the economy, tourism, part of the highway 
system, greater public purpose, etc. In response to the concern that there is so far nothing 
substantial in the works, we were told “it’s early” for any bills related to the transportation budget. 
Legislative attention has been focused on emergency appropriations. Early March is when things 
will “start to jell”. We should be patient for now.  Larry Seaquist also asked ferry riders to hold off on 
lobbying for March and then plan for early April.  
 
FCP has provided research, statistics and has the support of many local elected officials. 
 
Issues: 
The bill asking for ferry riders to pay $0.25 more in fares for ferry construction, fuel surcharges and 
the potential for another fare increase to bring the total fare increase to 10% (as proposed by the 
Governor earlier this year), are still hot items.  Concerns mentioned:  what is going to get written in 
appropriations bills; what do we hear from our legislators in Olympia?   
 
Fuel prices were discussed.  The idea of a fuel surcharge is really a concern, as the source for 
information was not the same as what Transit used to estimate.  Also, how does the State plan to 
have riders pick up the whole tab?  It’s very problematic if we don’t know the criteria are being used 
for these decisions.  Suggestion is that WSF/WSDOT hedge for the next 2 years before slamming 
the riders.  Most transit agencies do that first. 
 
Observation:  WSDOT exclusive of ferries seems to have good capital, operations and 
maintenance.  There seems to be a concrete wall between WSD and WSDOT.  WSF is not part of 
planning , budgeting and SHOULD be.  In Amendment 18, Section 40 of the Washington State 
Constitution, WSF is part of the highway system.  WSF should be fully integrated.   
 
The FCP does not know where things are regarding WSF and WSDOT and has seen NO 
legislation supporting integration.   
 
Review of goals: 
FCP does not want the legislature distracted from our main goals: sustain service (NO CUTS), 
keeping costs to riders down are not mentioned at all. 
 
HB1516 (SB 5406)- Comment was made that it was a strange way to outsource.  Suggestion is 
made to outsource those areas that are less risky, requiring less accountability.   
 
Oversight of ferries needs the following to participate:  WSDOT, Ferry Mgmt, reps from local riders, 
reps from local businesses.  It needs to be a small, dedicated group that has authority along with 
responsibility and resources! 
 
The “perform or privatize” of certain functions is laudable, but is it practical?  Where is the 
accountability?  So far, no clear goals have been identified in HB1516, and no people or 
strategy.  Cannot move forward until those issues are addressed.   
 



There needs to be a complete labor and management package with accountability for all. We still 
don’t have any information except thru the WA ST Transportation Commission regarding fuel 
surcharges (up to 20%!).  They are holding to the Governor’s attitude that WSF be kept separate 
from public highways.  So far, there has been no discussion of the transportation budget or 
transportation capital budget. 
 
Legislature is also not addressing the issue of revenue for replacing vessels in legislation.  Is it 
happening quietly?  Is it time to revisit or revise the Made in Washington law?  We need to make it 
easier to get Federal funding by opening up bidding process.  The first ferry is already under 
contract, but it is uncertain whether the second is as well.  Currently, it looks as if the 144s will cost 
$150 million each and we are stuck with it. 
 
Question:  Why are we spending so much money on AMTRAK?  We (Washington State) are 
subsidizing passengers somewhere around 20-30%.  More than 50% of federal money goes to 
rails!  Are ferries as important as AMTRAK?   
 
Bringing costs of 144s down was discussed.  Suggestions included bare bones interiors, cutting 
down amenities.  Make ferries more like bridges?  Discussed the need to collaborate with state and 
Federal electeds to remove roadblocks to building ferries. 
 
We need to convince Paula Hammond and WSDOT that ferries, as “public higways” (WA St. 
Constitution Amendment 18, Section 40), need to be included in the 4 year budget.  We need 
to bond boats over 50 or 60 years, not the way it has been done in the past.   
 
Discussed list of questions that need answers: 

 Why isn’t the Made in Washington being scrutinized?  It would benefit the State and all 
residents to revise. 

 Why are ferry fare increases being legislated to build vessels if the State is not going to 
build vessels?  Where and when will the money finally (again) be provided, since the 
funding in 2003 has been depleted? 

 What will it take to change the guidance to administration to make it more effective? 
 
We need to get our questions down on paper from everyone in the FCP and beyond.  Deadlines 
are needed, concrete deadlines, so that people can be held accountable. 
 
Actions:  

 Walt Elliott will contact Sara Miller regarding possible Ferry Caucus meeting in March 
 Patty Lent will meet with Dow Constantine 
 Vashon has requested a meeting with Dow Constantine, but has not heard back yet. 
 FCP is asked to develop a list of tough questions for Legislature – DUE Friday, March 4 to 

discuss on 3/5 and send to our legislators for response. 
 Need more public outreach – follow up with Charlotte Garrido (Editorial Board?) 
 Watch for revised bills and adjust lobbying package to suit. 

 
Dates to watch: 
March 5 FCP meeting in Bremerton 
March 12 FCP meeting in Anacortes 
March 19 FCP meeting in Bremerton 
March 26 FCP meeting in Bremerton 
April 2     FCP meeting and plans move forward for more lobbying.   
April 4  START LOBBYING 
April 9     FCP meeting in Bremerton 
April 16   FCP meeting in Bremerton 
April 23  Legislative session ends 
May 7      FCP meeting in Bremerton – Post Session Comments 
 
 


